Corner Guards | Help and Notes
OPTIONS, STOCK, SHORT LEAD TIMES & CUSTOME SIZES

OPTIONS DEFINITIONS

Basic Corner Guard
90 degree corner guards that do not have wings or holes (Our most common model)

Corner Guard with Wings
Sometimes called "huggers", wings are a slight bend approximately 3/8" from the side edges.
Models with wings will not be as flush against a wall as our basic model. There will be about a 1/16"
gap at the top that can be sealed with a bead of silicone. Wings are ideal in situations where you
need to hide imperfections in the angle of the corner. The bends also give a "classier" look to the
corner guards.

Corner Guard with Holes
Predrilled countersunk holes, #8 stainless steel screws are supplied.

Corner Guard with Wings & Holes
Predrilled countersunk holes, #8 stainless steel screws are supplied.

U-Channel Guards End Wall Caps
U-Channel Guards, End Wall Caps "U-Channel" corner guards, designed to wrap around end caps
or columns. Measured by side width and ID (inside dimension)

135° Corner Guards Basic
135° corner guards that do not have wings or holes (Our most common model)

Corner Guards Help
Stock - It is important to understand that we do not stock any sizes. If you need your metal corner guard "tomorrow"
we only have a very select few sizes and options available.
We custom make every order "just in time". We have it down to a science. Utilizing "Six Sigma" and "Lean
Manufacturing" principles, when you place an order it gets handed to the person that will make that order from start
to finish. Whether the order is for 1 corner guard or 500.

Short Lead Times
Typically, when an order is placed it is shipped within 24 to 72 hours depending upon the size of the order.

Corner Guards Custom Sizes
Typically, when an order is placed it is shipped within 24 to 72 Custom Sizes - Make sure to order the correct size
and model. Because of our "Short Lead Time" philosophy we can make any size that you need. The last thing you
want to do is drill or cut stainless steel in the field. If you need heights or sides that are not our "standard" models
please call. It is much easier for us to make you a corner guard that is 47 3/4" during the manufacturing process
than it will be for you to cut a 48" corner guard down to size.
If you can't find the help that you need on this page, please give us a call, at 800-516-4036, we will be happy to
answer any questions that you may have.

Find the right stainless steel wall protection for you.
Quippini, LLC. - TheCornerGuardStore.com

11445 E Via Linda
Suite 2323
Scottsdale, AZ 85259
Give us a call at: (800) 516-4036
email us at sales@TheCornerGuardStore.com
Chat with us at TheCornerGuardStore.com
Use our Contact Us page.

